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Impact of Dabigatran Treatment
on Rotation Thromboelastometry
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Abstract
A rapid and reliable assessment of the dabigatran effect is desirable in dabigatran treated patients with uncontrolled bleeding or
before acute surgery. The aim of this study was to study the anticoagulant effects of dabigatran in patients with atrial fibrillation
(AF) as assessed by the whole blood assays ROTEM, and how data from these methods correlate to plasma dabigatran con-
centrations measured by Hemoclot. ROTEM was performed with ROTEM Gamma (Pentapharm GmbH, Munich, Germany). The
assays used in our study were Ex-tem and In-tem assay. Plasma dabigatran concentrations were determined by hemoclot
thrombin inhibitor assay (Hyphen BioMed, France) at trough and post-dose in 27 patients on dabigatran 150 mg BID. Median
plasma dabigatran concentrations at trough were 74 ng/mL (11.2–250) and post-dose (2 h after ingestion) 120 ng/mL (31–282).
The ROTEM clotting time (CT) and maximum clot firmnes (MCF) correlated strongly with dabigatran concentrations when
activated with the reagents Ex-tem (p < 0.0001) and In-tem (p < 0.0001). In summary, in our study, we have found that the
ROTEM variable CT and MCF, when activated with triggers Ex-tem and In-tem, has a strong and highly significant correlation with
the plasma dabigatran concentration in a real-life population of AF-patients and could thereby be an alternative to estimate
dabigatran concentration in emergency situations. However, additional studies are needed to further validate these findings.
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Introduction

Dabigatran is a direct thrombin inhibitor belonging to direct

oral anticoagulants (DOACs), which are rapidly replacing war-

farin as oral anticoagulants in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation

(NVAF) or venous thromboembolism.1-4 One major advantage

with dabigatran and other DOACs compared to warfarin is that

no routine testing is required. Nevertheless, the degree of antic-

oagulation should be determined in cases of severe bleeding or

urgent surgery. Routine coagulation tests (i.e. PT-INR, aPTT)

have proven to be inadequate for sensitive determination of the

anticoagulant effect of dabigatran.5-7 Actual dabigatran con-

centrations can be determined directly with high sensitivity

through liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrome-

try (LC-MS/MS), but also indirectly through special plasma-

based functional coagulation assays (e.g. diluted thrombin

time (Hemoclot), Ecarin clotting time—ECT).5,6 However,

with these methods it may take 30 min to several hours before

a test result can be delivered to the clinician with the risk of

delaying important clinical interventions. Rotation thromboe-

lastometry (ROTEM) is a new viscoelastometric point-of-care-

test for the complex evaluation of changes in hemostasis
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introduced to clinical practice. This assay allows quick

complex testing of hemostasis in 1 blood sample.8 As we have

already mentioned, dabigatran inhibits thrombin, which has a

key role in hemostasis with effects not only on plasma coagu-

lation, but also on platelets.9,10 Therefore, it is important to

investigate the hemostatic effect of dabigatran on a whole

blood sample. ROTEM is a method that allows this. It has not

been thoroughly evaluated for patients with oral anticoagulants

but there are studies that indicate their usefulness.11-15 This

observational study aimed to assess the anticoagulant effects

of dabigatran in patients with NVAF as assessed by the

whole blood assays ROTEM, and how data from these methods

correlate to plasma dabigatran concentrations measured

by Hemoclot.

Material and Methods

The local Ethical Committee of the Jessenius Faculty of Med-

icine in Martin approved this study (EK 1702/2015). All study

participants agreed to participate in the project and signed a

written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki.

We recruited patients treated with dabigatran 150 mg BID

due to NVAF. All patients were on continuous treatment with

dabigatran since >2 weeks. Dabigatran was administrated twice

daily (at 7:00 pm and 7:00 am). Blood samples were taken

12 hours after a previous drug dose administration (sample 1,

at 7:00 am) for the assessment of the dabigatran trough level

and 2 hours after the next drug dose administration (sample 2,

at 9:00 am) for the assessment of the dabigatran peak level. To

be sure that the drug was administered at the right time, we

implemented following measures. First, the drug was adminis-

tered to the patients by a physician who was involved in this

study. Second, treatment with dabigatran was monitored by

hemoclot thrombin inhibitor assay (Hyphen BioMed, France)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. This dilute throm-

bin time assay is certified in Europe and USA for the quanti-

tative determination of dabigatran plasma levels. None

reported concomitant use of anti-platelet medication. Patients

were weighed, measured and thromboembolic risk was calcu-

lated using the CHA2DS2-Vasc score.

ROTEM was performed with ROTEM Gamma (Penta-

pharm GmbH, Munich, Germany). Citrated plasma samples

(300 mL) were used for the examination. The measuring part

comprises a cylindrical cup, in which a whole blood sample

was placed. A pin was then immersed into the cup with the pin

connected to a detector. The cup and the pin make an oscilla-

tion of each other at angle of 4.75�. Between pin and cup, the

previously present gap of 1 mm, bridged by the blood, was

subsequently formed. It was not able to test the blood viscosity

or detect the initiation of blood clotting, when the first signals

occurred after pin was connected by the first fibrin fibers filling

the entire distance to the cup wall.16 This kinetics were

detected mechanically and calculated by the computer to the

curves and parameters. The assays used in our study were Ex-

tem and In-tem. The measures, recorded from 2 channels,

performing EXTEM and INTEM tests simultaneously were:

clotting time (CT), clot formation time (CFT), and maximum

clot firmnes (MCF). CT may be regarded as a standard coagu-

lation time, CFT is defined as the time required for the clot to

reach a fixed firmness, and MCF represents the maximal ampli-

tude of the tracing. All ROTEM analyses were performed at

37�C within 30 min after sampling and in accordance with the

manufacturer’s recommendations

Blood was collected in 3.2% citrate tubes for determination

of dabigatran concentrations, ROTEM measurements, fibri-

nogen levels, PT and aPTT; in EDTA tubes for measurements

of hemoglobin concentrations and platelet counts; and in

lithium heparin tubes for analysis of creatinine levels. Glo-

merular filtration rate was estimated (eGFR) using the

Cockcroft-Gault formula.

Data are expressed as median and range and non-parametric

tests used for statistical analysis. Correlations between vari-

ables are expressed as Pearson’s correlation coefficients. All

tests were 2-tailed, and P values < .05 were considered statis-

tically significant. All statistical analyses were performed using

SPSS version 25 (IBM Inc., USA).

Results

In total 27 patients (16 woman), were sampled twice (54 sam-

pling occasions). The patients’ age were 70 years (47–87),

weight 80 kg (58–130) and they had a CHA2DS2-Vasc score

of 4 (2–6) (data presented as median and range). The eGFR

according to the Cockcroft-Gault formula was in median

80 mL/min (55–110) and classified as normal (n ¼ 14), mildly

(n ¼ 12) or moderately (n ¼ 1) impaired. Median plasma

dabigatran concentrations at trough were 74 ng/mL (11.2–

250) and post-dose (2 h after ingestion) 120 ng/mL (31–282).

All patients had haemoglobin concentrations (140 g/L (123–

165)), platelet counts (189 � 109/L (165–340)) and plasma

fibrinogen levels (2.9 g/L (2.5–3.1)) within reference ranges.

In time points for trough and peak dabigatran plasma con-

centrations, we investigated relationships between functional

coagulation assays (hemoclot thrombin inhibitor assay) and

selected ROTEM tests. Using the ROTEM triggers Ex-tem,

correlations between CT and dabigatran concentrations were

strong and linear (Figure 1A: r ¼ 0.92, p < 0.0001). Correla-

tions between dabigatran concentrations and CT using In-tem

were weaker (Figure 2A: r ¼ 0.84, p < 0.0001).

Correlations between dabigatran concentrations and CFT

using In-tem (Figure 2B: r¼ 0.23, p¼ 0.09) were insignificant.

However, the results were significant by using the Extem

method (Figure 1B: r ¼ 0.89, p < 0.0001).

We observed similar results as CT for MCF. Using the Ex-

tem, correlations between MCF and dabigatran concentrations

were strong and linear (Figure 1C: r ¼ -0.93, p < 0.0001).

Correlations between dabigatran concentrations and MCF

using In-tem were weaker (Figure 2C: r ¼ -0.92, p <

0.0001). All results are summarized in the Figures 1–2 and

Table 1.
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Correlations between dabigatran concentrations and

ROTEM variables and aPTT are presented in Table 1. The

strongest and linear correlation is in CT and MCF variables

measured by Ex-tem or In-tem tests.

Discussion

ROTEM is a point-of-care test that has an established role in

perioperative and trauma settings as it provides rapid assess-

ment of hemostasis and can guide the clinician in acute situa-

tions complicated by bleeding.17 In a previous study ROTEM

variable CT correlated to PT-INR in warfarin treated patients.18

In this study we demonstrate its potential utility to estimate

dabigatran concentrations, which we believe would be of great

value in emergency situations. The variable CT and MCF using

the triggers Ex-tem and In-tem, correlates to a high degree with

the plasma dabigatran concentrations (Table 1 & Figures 1-2).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in which

ROTEM variables have been compared to dabigatran plasma

concentrations as measured with hemoclot diluted thrombin

time. Since ROTEM data are available within minutes from

sampling, a ROTEM based approach to determine dabigatran

plasma concentrations could prove to be of great clinical value.

In contrast, the analyses available today to determine plasma

dabigatran concentrations, such as LC-MS/MS, Hemoclot and

ECT, take 30 min to several hours to complete. In addition, the

standard coagulation assay aPTT, which also require up to 1 h

until data can be obtained, have been shown to be unreliable in

the determination of dabigatran concentrations (Table 1 & Fig-

ure 1D). In earlier studies, it was observed that CT was the most

sensitive ROTEM variable in Ex-tem test to detect dabigatran

treatment.11,19-27 We found in our research very strong associ-

ation between dabigatran concentration and MCF. MCF repre-

sents the maximal amplitude of the tracing and it is possible

that dabigatran might change the clot formation and therefore

affect this parameter.

Limitation of the Study

There are several limitations to be acknowledged in the present

study. The main limitations of our study include the low num-

ber of patients investigated, and with only 4 observation of very

low plasma dabigatran concentrations (i.e. <30 ng/mL).

ROTEM is greatly affected by preanalytical issues; thus, inter-

pretation of hemostasis changes might be adversely influenced

by prestudy factors (e.g. thrombocytopenia, anemia, low fibri-

nogen, platelet inhibitor . . . ).
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Figure 1. Correlations Between Dabigatran Plasma Concentrations and Ex-tem (A, B, C). Between Trough Plasma Dabigatran Concentration
and aPTT (D). All sampling occasions included (n ¼ 54).
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An expanded and more thorough validation of the method is

necessary before this test could be used routinely in the clinic.

Conclusion

In summary, in our study, we have found that the ROTEM

variable CT and MCF, when activated with triggers Ex-tem

and In-tem, has a strong and highly significant correlation with

the plasma dabigatran concentration in a real-life population of

NVAF-patients and could thereby be an alternative to estimate

dabigatran concentration in emergency situations. However,

additional studies are needed to further validate these findings.
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Figure 2. Correlations Between Dabigatran Plasma Concentrations and In-tem (A, B, C). All Sampling Occasions included (n ¼ 54).

Table 1. Correlation Between Plasma Dabigatran Concentration Measured by Dilute Thrombin Time Assay and Selected Rotem Tests and
aPTT.

TESTS

Pearson’s correlation coefficient

all samples (n ¼ 54) samples with trough concentration (n ¼ 27) samples with peak concentration (n ¼ 27)

ROTEM Ex-tem CT (n ¼ 54) 0.92* 0.89* 0.94*
ROTEM Ex-tem CFT (n ¼ 54) 0.89* 0.93* 0.84*
ROTEM Ex-tem MCF (n ¼ 54) -0.93* -0.85* -0.9*
ROTEM In-tem CT (n ¼ 54) 0.84* 0.74* 0.9*
ROTEM In-tem CFT (n ¼ 54) 0.23 0.2 0.27
ROTEM In-tem MCF (n ¼ 54) -0.92* -0.84* -0.94*
aPTT 0.56 0.7 0.4

*p < 0.0001.
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